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Editorial

The outdoor flying season soldiers on, but it will soon be over. Rachel and I hope to be
spectating at the Indoor Nationals, held in the Midlands this year at the Daventry Leisure
Centre from Sept 16th to Sept 18th. The venue is only 10 miles from our home so commuting will
be a doddle. I am not competing this year as I do not have any decent  models and my
increasingly duff mobility makes flying too much like hard work. I hope we can get a few
pictures and I can report on the event next month.
This issue will be another large one as I’ve decided to use a lot of full width pictures, they will
be better to see and the increased file size makes no odds as we are on line and the number of
pages is not an issue.

What have we got this issue?

First we kick-off with another of Peter Hall’s Couprofiles, this time Chris Chapman. These
articles provide a real insight into the competitors origins and thought processes. Peter is to
be commended for persuading fliers to put it all into words.

Roger Newman continues his report on the BMFA Exhibition and follows it up with a report on
the BMFA Buckminster site development. A good selection of pictures which prompted me to
reproduce at full page width. I must agree with Roger that the Buckminster site has far
exceeded my expectations and in a relatively short time scale.

I’ve popped in a little bit on the Coventry Gliding Centre which is not far away from my domicile
and may prove of some interest. Full size gliders by the way.

Gordon Warburton has penned a small piece on recovery by bugs at Sculthorpe and informs
that his falling off his electric bike has been reclassified.

The reports from Peter Hall and Roy Vaughn follow with many individual flyer’s inputs and once
again Peter is to be commended for nailing it all together. Roy, as keeper of the Southern Coupe
League Standings, seems to get it all correct as there does not seem to be any dissent on the
results.

Resulting from my visit to the Coventry Gliding Centre and seeing the Chipmunk aero-tow tug,
I have dug up some of the origins of the Chipmunk from details on Wikipedia.

Martin Pike reports on his foray into scale modelling at the FF Scale Nationals held at North
Luffenham. It was a learning experience for him but he did come away with a third place in one
event.

I’ve popped in the usual bits of history from old periodicals, Aeromodeller Annual, Aeromodeller
and Model Aircraft. I hope you find it interesting to read how things were way back in our
hobbies early days.

I wind up the issue with our three regulars, Nick Peppiatt with more on CO2motors,
Roy Tiller with bits from the archives and,
secretary Roger’s monthly notes followed by the usual three plans.

 Glider: Albatross from Ted Evans in 1938
 Rubber: Garaflow Arch Angel from 1940
 Power: Quite early sport model, Model Aircraft plan by W A Pollard – Small Talk

Bad news for indoor in the Midlands: Colin Shepherd, after over 20 years promoting indoor
meetings, has had to call it a day as falling attendances and rising costs have rendered the
meetings too expensive to continue.

Editor
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Couprofile No.5, Chris Chapman - Peter Hall

1. Chris, you have great experience and success over the whole range of free flight classes and
you have been a champion of self-built models using traditional materials. Can you comment on
this history and this approach?

2. Tell us about your approach to coupe flying.

3. How do you pick the air ?

4.. What developments in coupe design do you anticipate ?

1. I have been building and flying model aircraft since my schooldays. In my late teens a
small group of us drifted towards competitive free flight, particularly Open Rubber. Losing
models was inevitable so there needed to be a production line of replacements.
A collective design trend emerged to build light but durable models using conventional
materials. Trimming needed to be a quick and easy process. Gadgets, general complications and
more advanced materials were just not our style. The familiar construction of ‘egg box’ or
geodetic wing and warren girder fuselages prevailed as did the right power turn and left glide
trim.
There followed joining the Bristol and West Model Aircraft Club which pulled together a
remarkable collection of talented and enthusiastic free flight competitors. People
concentrated on their favourite classes but had the support to have a go at everything else
given the drive every year to win the Plugge Cup. The resurgence of vintage flying at Middle
Wallop and the opportunity to go to Poitou in France just added to the fun. This was a golden
age and we knew it.

2. During this time I stayed with the basic design approach and applied my ideas to Coupe
and F1B. I tried to have several well-trimmed models in the box which I could fly with some
confidence in all weathers. I would then have a go at as many competitions as possible. It was
never the intention to have the highest performing and most sophisticated aircraft.
I had sufficient success every now and again and my enthusiasm never faltered.

3. Picking the air in which to fly has never been a strong point for me. Some days I get it
right but on other days I lose patience.

pictures by courtesy Alan Brocklehurst
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4. The future of free flight is not clear at present but we must cling on to optimism. Over
the years I have seen some remarkable Coupes and some wonderful flying. A glance back
through the magazines shows these glory years. As far as I am concerned, I shall continue with
my approach. Coupe will continue to allow all sorts of designs. I have several models trimmed
and a couple in the course of final adjustments. There is a new one featuring a higher aspect
ratio wing and I have a large and very light `open Rubber wing which is tempting me to try a
large Coupe.
I enclose a drawing of a typical model which shows some important detail. All my models vary
slightly and I try to get close to the minimum weight.

Peter Hall/Chris Chapman

Chris’ latest higher A.R. Coupe
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BMFA Centenary Exhibition Pt.2 - Roger Newman

The models on display – that took my fancy?
Well, quite a lot for different reasons but up until the builder of the model rule was rescinded,
all demonstrating the competence of aeromodellers’ in both building & flying a huge variety of
models.

Above starting at the beginning of the time line on the display benches & for now ignoring the
models suspended above, we come to a couple of historic originals: Paveley’s compressed air
duration model from 1920 & Bowden’s Blue Dragon SI model from 1934, which held the British
power duration record for a time. Both are in the same picture above. Note the adverts for
Gamages & A E Jones model shop.

Below next in sequence was Justin Allman's Wakefield Cup Winner of 1934 at Warwick
Racecourse – another original model, next to Alex Houlberg's streamliner of 1939.

Next page we are into wartime & we see a delightful rubber powered scale model by C Rupert
Moore – he of exquisite Aeromodeller front cover paintings, powered by his unique “diaphragm”
arrangement - the intricacies of which I have failed to ever understand, accompanied by -
apparently – the first diesel powered model to fly in this country & built by CA Rippon – a
Micron fixed head compression motor was the power source.
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Below, keeping in the wartime era this free flight  semi-scale model was designed by Phil Smith
(of later Veron fame) but not kitted until 1948 when it was released as the Stentorian with a
Stentor diesel designed by Ted Allen of later AMCO products. Ignore the BMFA Centenary
Dart obtruding!

Interposed at intervals were other displays & display
cabinets.
In one of the displays was a suitcase of wooden propellers
that originated from the Bournemouth Club many years ago
& donated to the BMFA by that club. Having arranged the
conveyance of said suitcase some time back to Buckminster,
it was really nice to see it again.
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Moving on – not really interested in control line as I fall over far too quickly, however there
were some really nice examples of both speed & stunt. Here are a couple of early ones –
Weatherman speed & a Phantom trainer from Keil Kraft days.

Then more speed stuff from the early '50s. These were real works of a model makers
proficiency – Gook & Bazooka by Peter Wright which captured the world speed records for
their class – suitably displayed in their own case.
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Yet more speed stuff: a pretty team racer; a speed model by Ron Irvine of later engine fame.

Bridging the late '40s & early '50s were a very nice Keil Kraft Slicker , a Kandoo, a very early
stunter by Peter Cock (it’s a scruffy replica by your editor), & an elegant Bill Morley stunt
model.
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Below follows Fred Boxalls 1958 Open Rubber Nationals winner at Waterbeach & lurking in the
background the potent Night Train by George French from 1963.

Thereafter the tables moved to much more modern radio control, all looking very nice but – in
which I have zero interest, so no pictures. What of those suspended in the air – far too many
to comment on but quite a few managed to jog memories of the past.

As readers may recall from Part 1 of these notes, models were suspended above the display
tables, cleverly arranged on frames that I’m guessing were built up from plastic water-pipe &
were very effective as can be seen below – the prominent model is a replica of Bert Judge's
winning Wakefield from 1936.
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Looking up at the models on display we move to Ralph Bullock – another pre-war Wakefield
winner. In the foreground is his 1938 streamliner - the epitome of elegance & in the background
a replica of his 1929 Wakefield winner.

Moving again, two gliders that provided many modellers with hours of enjoyment - me included.
John Barker's Lulu & the Aiglet by Martin Bridge. Alas the Aiglet has long since gone but two
Lulus remain having survived the rigours of many hours of flying at Beaulieu.
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Another favourite of early free flight days was the Junior 60, kitted by Keil Kraft around 1947
– this one with an ED Comp Special.

Below another two classic gliders from the stable of R F L Gosling were the Tern & the Ivory
Gull, again so elegant.
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Then we come to a pair of Keil Kraft classics – the Senator & the Ajax, both of which
introduced so many to the joys of rubber powered models that really flew.

Of course not forgetting the ubiquitous Tomboy – a perennial favourite for all sports fliers.

Moving on to three teenage favourites of mine, the Flamingo by Roy Collins, Gastove from Mike
Gaster & the Crescendo of Ron Draper. I have recounted on previous occasions of watching the
fly-offs of the 1956 world power championships at Cranfield, where I was fortunate enough to
be present & to watch that memorable fly-off won by Ron Draper from Dave Posner & his
Dream Weaver. Mike Gaster should have been in the fly-off but sadly suffered a mishap in his
second round flight & missed out.
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The superb finish of his Gastove has to be seen to be believed. Pity there wasn't a Dream
Weaver on display as well! That really would have made my day. Anyway here are the pics of all
three mentioned.

Flamingo

Gastove

& finally the Crescendo
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In the more recent era, the world power championship winner below, by Peter Watson, looked
really impressive.

These were all “stand out” models for me – others may differ in their choice.
What of others? Well, there were some very good scale models, radio controlled of course but
using technology to its best advantage for modelling purposes & there were a few where money
seemed to be little object with (I guess) the primary emphasis on the skill of model flying. It
takes all shapes & sizes to derive pleasure in our hobby. So let's have a quick look at what else
was there, including the site.

There was a superlative Sopwith Dolphin, built by the late Mike Goldby, which if I remember
correctly took some three years to build. Truly the work of a master craftsman. It is now flown
by Ian Pallister – our BMFA Chairman.

Sopwith Dolphin
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Completely at the other end of the Spectrum was an F3A RC aerobatic model – the Citrin,
commercially available in a very similar form for a mere 4,699 euros!

Citrin

These models were both located on the centre aisle, together with several more – both large
& small,  a few of which were interesting (to me). The Hurricane at the front of the stand was
good, can't remember what the glider was & I think the jet at the end was a Lockheed T33? I
stand to be corrected.
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There were a couple of speed models – included for their “novelty”? - it takes all sorts I guess?

& sandwiched further down the stand was this delightful little Pistachio model of a Handley
Page Sayers Monoplane – all of 8” span.

Finally to conclude the models – above the central isle was an enormous RC glider, built to Large
Model Association rules – very impressive. I recall it had clocked a flight of over two hours!

Sorry – can't remember its name.

That’s it for the exhibition, site tour later Roger Newman
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Engine Analysis: Frog 2.49 BB - Aeromodeller Annual 1958/59

Aeromodeller Annual 1958/59
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Buckminster Site Review - Roger Newman

After a bit of stewarding at the BMFA Exhibition, I moved on to the remainder of the site. It
was interesting to see what was going on & what else could be seen. First the house or Admin
centre - this  building is the hub of the Centre & has a reception area – the walls of which are
lined with kits that make your eyes water for times long gone. Someone has gone to a lot of
trouble to assemble this lot & then display them – wall to wall is literately spot on in this case.
A veritable feast for the eyes & memories if you're old like me!

The house/admin centre with very adequate parking.

Reception area & there is more.
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There were a couple of small cabinets with engines on display – one contained a variety of Mills
in all shapes & sizes & the other a (I suspect) very rare bunch of  Yulon engines, both collections
very kindly presented to the BMFA by Bud Braudlecht of the USA. (Pardon image of me
reflected in pic!)

Had a quick look upstairs at the archive room – a vast improvement since I last visited.
Books, mags etc. all neatly labelled & well laid out – again commendations to the guys who have
worked pretty diligently to get all this in order – but no pic.

Outside on the field the site is very well laid out & can accommodate both control line & RC
flying simultaneously. Mondays (I believe) is also given to small size free flight but with only
42 acres of free space, model size has to be constrained.
Nevertheless, there was a lot of flying going on over the three days I was on site. Control
line sport & stunt was taking place at the periphery of the grass area & control line speed was
active within a really well caged hard standing circle.
Adjacent to the exhibition hall was a tethered car circle – again hard standing & constructed
to a high standard.
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The hard standing control line circle with a bit of speed flying in progress

One end of the RC runway – note the windsock!

The other end with RC flying in progress

Tethered car circuit

I have to say that I was a bit sceptical when the subject of Buckminster first saw the light
of day, but having now seen it with all the facilities – it really is a great credit to both the
BMFA & to the band of folk who volunteer & work there.
It certainly seems to be popular with people from the surrounding area. There is still much
work to be done on some of the unused buildings but it appears that plans are in place for
future activities.
Long may the Centre last & it deserves to be well utilised in the future.

Roger Newman
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Blast from the Past - Model Aircraft September 1947
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Model Aircraft September 1947
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Coventry Gliding Club - John Andrews

Rachel and I live quite close to the Coventry Gliding Club near Husbands Bosworth and
on a spare Sunday afternoon we often drive over and park alongside their airstrip and
view the goings on.

DH Chipmunk towing tug

Glider on tow just lifting off
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Gliders can be towed up by winch from full length of field or aero-towed behind a Chipmunk.
The club website states cost of launches for members to be £10.50 for winch launch and £36
for aero-tow up to 2,000ft. If you want to go higher on aero-tow it’s an extra £1.30 for every
additional 100ft.

There is a control tower which I assume is where flights are organised from but always seems
to be a hive of inactivity. From the notice attached it would appear tight control is mandatory.
On the way home we passed the site entrance and noticed the sign for a café, so we entered
the airfield and drove around to the far side seeking a cuppa. There was a good viewing area
but we were after a cup of tea so we made a mental note to drive in to view next time we visit.

John Andrews

Recovery Beacons at Sculthorpe = Gordon Warburton

I was pleased to be able to help Peter Watt find his model at Sculthorpe; there is a story
though behind this.

I often stop when I see someone who looks as though they are having a problem finding their
model. I saw Peter searching and stopped to help, set my receiver to his frequency (466 mHz)
and also found that I was getting confusing signals. Returning to the flight line I found someone
on the same frequency. After he switched his beacon off, I Returned to Peter and then, using
the Yagi, it wasn’t a problem to give him a line and he found his model.

Later on in the day I saw the flyer who was the same frequency as Peter looking for his Model;
I think he’d been looking for quite some time. I set up my Yagi (tuned to 466 mHz) and went to
help, soon discovering that the problem was again the two beacons on the same frequency. The
Yagi helped me to sort out the two different directions and I managed to find his model in the
rather long grass.

The beacons being used were the recently available BMK – nice small beacons at a very
reasonable price. There are only 12 frequencies available on these beacons, user selectable
though. It would be prudent for anyone using the BMK beacon to find out if anyone else is on
the same frequency (using their receiver) before launching their model.

By the way, I’ve stopped falling off my bike – I now just make unplanned dismounts.

Gordon Warburton
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Heard at the Hangar Doors - Aeromodeller January 1956
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Aeromodeller January 1956
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Southern Gala Coupes - Peter Hall

Southern Gala, Salisbury Plain 21st August ’22
Eighth Round Southern Coupe League

It was a treat. Well organized, well attended, lovely weather. Nine flew the Coupe event. The
detailed results reflect the conditions; out of 32 flights 24 were maxes. Percentage maxes
for rounds one to five were 67, 78, 43, 83, 67. A familiar pattern. Only Chris Chapman maxed
out but four were close.

Chris Chapman writes:
The Southern Gala was blessed with the very best
of English summer weather.
I had intended to make a prompt start but I was
delayed in chatting to friends and helping with some
timing. This was fortunate as the weather possibly
became even better as the afternoon progressed. I
was lucky to launch in some fairly obvious good
patches of air on each flight.
I am very grateful to my wife Marion for her help in
retrieving and to Andy Crisp who found my model in
the long grass.
Our sincere thanks must also go to Brian Silcocks who took on the task of running the event
with all the various classes.

Dusan Jiricny in second place, reports:
The weather forecast for Salisbury plain venue
seemed to be quite good. I enjoyed great Gavin's
company as we travelled together. Simply all was set
for another great flying day. However the first round
was not great, I dropped the flight by 7 seconds.
Surprisingly my club mate Gavin did exactly same. If
we wanted we wouldn't have been able to make such
perfect time match. But going forward, I maxed for
all remaining 4 rounds. My model has finally become
very reliable. I was enjoying out of fuselage winding
using my own made half tube. The last flight was
particularly exciting as my model was not much willing
to come down after it D/T-ed. Luckily it landed behind
the patch of dense woods, 0.6miles in distance from
start. Bob Garner was not so much lucky, his power
model landed on the dense canopy. It took Bob, Gavin
and myself half an hour to locate it and other 1.5 hr to
get it down using 15m pole. It was very hard work but
we got the model down surprisingly with fairly minimal
damage. What a great day it was - weather much
better than forecast, I finished second, we all got our
models without significant damage, we got late but safely back home.
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My model is based on Kadet 2 design by Miroslav Rohlena and Josef Kubes, published in
February issue of Czech free-flight magazine. The design is entry level Coupe for beginners
but with competitive performance. It is a locked on model with simple wooden wing structure,
boxed balsa fuselage. I'm currently using tubular fuselage with my own made carbon motor
tube and boom from Ivan Treger. I'm not using any gadgets, I prefer simplicity over too much
hassle with complicated operation.

Gavin Manion, in third place reminisces:
I remember when the Southern Gala in its Little
Rissington days was second only to the Nationals
in popularity. Held always on a Friday, somehow
everyone managed to duck a day from work to
attend. With at least two Birmingham area
dentists in attendance, Graham Walker and, I
think it was Derl Morley, it used to be said that
you couldn't get a dental appointment in the
West Midlands that Friday.
Sadly Salisbury Plain, even in near perfect
weather doesn't pull them in like the Cotswolds
did, or maybe we're just not there anymore to be
pulled?
All this reminiscing is to cover up the fact that my Simple Coupes are brilliant if I hit the
thermal, less so if I don't. The resultant lovely max sandwiched by two small drops was a
perfect demonstration. I switched to the Coupe in a Box which has a markedly better glide but
it didn't need it as the last two flights were in good lift.
Mid-afternoon the drift was straight onto The Copse which Dusan's coupe easily cleared and
club-mate Bob Garner's SLOP didn't- with a vengeance. It took a good hour and a half with
Chris Redrup's (thanks again Chris) poles to get it out. All safely gathered in there was time
for much needed coffee and a look over the results before setting out on the journey home.
Best part of my day? Being beaten by Dusan who flew well and produced his best result "on the
tour" so far.

Alan Brocklehurst, fourth, writes:
We were lucky to have good weather once again.
The wind was generally less than I was expecting
from earlier forecasts, although early-on the
direction was NW for a while and initially took
some models across the valley which may explain
why some dropped a few seconds on their first
flight. I waited until the wind had swung back to
nearer the forecast WSW direction. My first
flight went along the southern edge of the
trimming field for an easy max in good air. The
second was similar, just a case of waiting for the
wind to lull and the streamer to rise. All I can
say regarding my third flight is that I got it
wrong – perhaps I was a little over-confident, or was just impatient, but as Martin Stagg said
afterwards, he wouldn’t have launched at that time! Lesson learnt - on my fourth I took it
steadier and launched when conditions were right. Apart from a little right-wing down, the
model climbed away nicely, drifting diagonally across the field and continued to climb as it went.
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I was considering using the RDT as it circled towards the trees, but then it DT’d anyway and
landed clear. My final flight was similar, but with a better launch and in even stronger lift, this
time I did use the RDT to prevent it getting too high and usefully shortened the retrieve. On
the way back, I watched Chris Chapman’s new high AR Coupe soaring to great height in the lift.
After his model D/T’d it hesitated on the way down (below it were lots of birds circling in the
lift) and I thought it wasn’t going to descend, but eventually it landed a fair way out to the
north of the line of trees. Clearly, Chris hasn’t lost his competitive touch and was to only one
to get all 5 maxes for a well-deserved win.

Richard Fryer in fifth place observes:
A very pleasant day's flying with a light variable
breeze and occasional sunshine. The wind was
moving round a fair bit, eventually pointing
towards the woods and hedges by the water
tank. Though it was not especially breezy and the
air was warm there were big gaps in the lift and
nearly everyone dropped flights. I did quite well
early on and before my last flight was in a good
position on the score board. All was to change
when Gavin Manion tree’d his model on his third
or fourth flight. Gavin and Dusan Jiricny were
flying and time keeping together amid a fair bit
of banter and hilarity.
I had been using Dusan's streamer to pick my lift (as well as an occasional peak at Pete
Watson's thermal sensor when he was retrieving!). Gavin and Dusan had to take down the carbon
pole so it could be used to retrieve Gavin's model. Dusan's streamer was the only one on the
flight line. This meant I was reduced to trying to sense lift without a visual indicator of any
sort. This I failed to achieve and subsequently launched into dreadful air for 1.23! Lesson learnt
I will now be sorting my own thermal sensing equipment as a matter of urgency!

Andrew Crisp, writes in his elegant manuscript:
In view of the Salisbury Plain terrain and the
state of my ankle and knee I decided to fly F1G
as I have six in going trim. Space restrictions in
the car forced me to bring a pair of my ‘Mini Rip-
offs’ which at 32” span fit into a trombone case.
The design is a shameless take-off from Bernard
Boutillier’s ‘Microcorico’ (Vol Libre ’86)
First flight was an easy max. straight into the
waist high grass of the ‘Valley of Doom’. Searched
for ages on a good line to no avail. Time running
out so I decided to do four ‘terminated’ flights to
make the day worthwhile and to run-in some new
Super Sport rubber. Totaled around eight minutes. half way to being respectable but ‘could do
better.’ One good thing is that Chris Parry in searching for his F!H glider also found my Coupe
so that was good.
I know I don’t get to as many comps. as I would like but I have found the falling numbers of
participants rather depressing. Is it that we are getting too old for the rigors of the chase,
or that our models are considered not sufficiently well trimmed to fly in a competition ?
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Peter Hall, seventh, reveals: A dramatic shift in my practice. As previously confessed, weary
with the fumble and bumble of VIT and WW, I used WW only without re-trimming. Three easy
nice pattern maxes. Much less critical chuck and adaptable to wind conditions. Overcome by my
success I then retired.

Ben Hobbs eighth, comments: Another fine August day, with a light-ish breeze, oodles of
rising air and plenty of sink. My first launch was very average and not looking like a max, until
the glide took the coupe into good air, 2 minutes past with no sign of the DT, 4 mins 50 secs
later it came down. Obviously at twice the distance, it took a while to find it but the Bodnar
performed well. Found it in long grass. A bad second launch started in a similar way, finding
lift on the glide, and once again, no DT at 2 mins. This time the model went about 2 miles,
before descending amongst trees, the Bodnar did not behave itself, bouncing off trees, and
sending me in all directions. Eventually, the coupe was spotted hanging in a tree. But by then a
day’s flying had passed.

Martin Stagg, ninth, confesses: I arrived late
and did my usual dithering round, chatting to
people etc. which was very pleasant. I timed Alan
Brocklehurst’s third flight but he launched into
bad air and was down in 1.28.
I always feel bad when I time a poor flight
although it obviously is not my fault. Having said
that, I felt quite strongly that Alan should not
have launched when he did but I did not say
anything. This raises an interesting point, what
should one do in this situation? I have always
taken the view that to say anything is interfering with the flyer’s judgement and so I say
nothing but that is not very charitable. I suppose that an agreement can be made between flier
and timekeeper. What do others think about this?
I finally got round to getting my reliable coupe ready, wound up and with Alan timing, launched.
My normally reliable coupe decided not to be reliable, went flat and straight on the climb and
staggered round for 1.42. Drat! Decided to use the rest of the competition to trim my newer
model. On its first flight this, in spite of the mods I had made at home, flew in tight left hand
circles under power. Really annoying. Glide was ok. So after some lunch and timing Alan’s
remaining two flights (Both maxes) I introduced a shed load of right side thrust to my newer
model. This, with only ¾ turns on a knackered motor looked reasonably on trim and managed
1.27. I decided that more time was required on the bench at home. I spent some time timing
my old mate Mike Cook from the south east in CLG. He racked up a very respectable score, it
was pity this class was not better supported. At this stage I packed up and left but not before
finding out that Chris Chapman had won the Coupe comp. with the only full house. It is good to
witness Chris’s renaissance over the last two seasons. All in all a very pleasant day, the weather
gods were kind and there was a good turnout. Special thanks are due to Brian Silcocks who
made a splendid job of running the event, much better than last year which was run by….oh, me!

Two rounds to go, the Crookham Gala, September 18th. and Coupe Europa, October 8th. both
on Salisbury Plain.
Gavin and Alan look favorites but Chris Chapman has been improving consistently throughout
the year and could overtake. Dusan Jiricny and Roy Vaughn are also waiting to pounce.

Peter Hall
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Southern Coupe League Results - Roy Vaughn

Southern Gala 21st August - Results
Entrant Club Score Time

1 C.Chapman B&W 12 10.00
2 D.Jiricny Birmingham 9 9.53
3 G.Manion Birmingham 8 9.43
4 A.Brocklehurst B&W 7 9.28
5 R.Fryer Oxford 6 9.16
6 A.Crisp Oxford 5 7.36
7 P.Hall Crookham 4 6.00
8 B.Hobbs Oxford 3 4.00
9 M.Stagg B&W 2 2.23

League Standings after Round 8
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1 G. Manion Birmingham 12 12 3 8 8 43
2 A. Brocklehurst B&W 8 8 7 12 7 42
3 C. Chapman B&W 5 6 6 12 29
4 D. Jiricny Birmingham 6 2 4 7 9 28
5 R. Vaughn Crookham 5 9 5 8 27
6 D. Thomson Croydon 7 1 4 4 7 23
7 R. Fryer Oxford 5 9 6 20
= I. Davitt Morley 8 12 20
9 B. Dennis Oxford 3 9 6 18
10 A. Crisp Oxford 7 3 5 15
11 M. Marshall Impington 5 3 5 13
12 C. Foster Morley 12 12
= S. Willis Croydon 12 12
= B. Hobbs Oxford 3 6 3 12
15 P. Woodhouse Morley 4 7 11
= R. Elliott Croydon 2 9 11
= P. Hall Crookham 2 5 4 11
18 C. Redrup Crookham 9 1 10
= A. Moorhouse Vikings 1 9 10
20 D. Norwood 8 8
21 W. Butler Crookham 4 4
22 M. Stagg B&W 1 2 3
23 B. Silcocks B&W 2 2
= T. Winter CVA 2 2
25 S. Fielding Morley 0
= B. Taylor E.Grinstead 0
= K. Taylor E.Grinstead 0
= K. Best Birmingham 0
= P. Ball Grantham 0

Roy Vaughan
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DH Canada Chipmunk - Wikipedia

The de Havilland Canada DHC-1 Chipmunk is a
tandem, two-seat, single-engined primary trainer
aircraft designed and developed by Canadian aircraft
manufacturer de Havilland Canada. It was developed
shortly after the Second World War and sold in large
numbers during the immediate post-war years, being
typically employed as a replacement for the de
Havilland Tiger Moth biplane.

The Chipmunk was the first post-war aviation project
conducted by de Havilland Canada. It performed its
maiden flight on 22 May 1946 and was introduced to
operational service that same year.

During the late 1940s and 1950s, the Chipmunk was
procured in large numbers by military air services such
as the Royal Canadian Air Force (RCAF), Royal Air
Force (RAF), and several other nations' air forces,
where it was often utilised as their standard primary
trainer aircraft. The type was produced under licence
by de Havilland in the United Kingdom, who would
produce the vast majority of Chipmunks, as well as by
OGMA (Oficinas Gerais de Material Aeronáutico) in
Portugal.

The type was slowly phased out of service beginning
in the late 1950s, although in the ab initio elementary
training role, this did not happen in the Royal Air Force
until 1996, when it was replaced by the Scottish
Aviation Bulldog.

Many Chipmunks that had been in military use were
sold to civilians, either to private owners or to
companies, where they were typically used for a variety
of purposes, often involving the type's excellent flying
characteristics and its capability for aerobatic
manoeuvres.
More than 70 years after the type having first entered service, hundreds of Chipmunks remain airworthy and are in
operation around the world. The Portuguese Air Force still operates six Chipmunks, which serve with Esquadra 802, as of
2018.
The aircraft is named after the chipmunk, a small rodent.

Wikipedia
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FF Scale Nationals - Martin Pike

Sunday 21st August 2022, venue North Luffenham

It was a great flying day. It was my first time having a model judged against documentation, a
learning experience. The morning was little slow, all judging and no flying. I should have taken
another sport model to fly.

The afternoon session was more involved, lots of flying to observe, inspiring stuff.

It’s the model pictures I think you will appreciate.

Bill Dennis’s models

Not all flights finish up as planned

Chris Brainwood
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Mike Smith’s Mail Biplane gets away

Martin Pike’s ABC Robin banks away

Ivan Taylor’s Spitfire takes to the air

Andy Hewitt’s Eindekker about to be sent aloft
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Mike Smith’s intermediate scale Tiger Moth

Chris Bainwoods, ‘I think’

Another of Ivan Taylor’s, flew really well
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Chris Brainwood’s model

Mike Smith’s Mail Bipe gets another airing

Bill Dennis assisted by wife Valerie (sorry if I’ve got your name wrong)
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Chris Brainwood launches for a competion flight

Ivan Taylor’s F16, yet another good flyer

Somebody had to win something

Pictures courtesy Rory Pike (Martin’s son)
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Results Sheets

It was a first time for me, good experiece and I finished up in 3rd place in one event. With the
knowledge acquired I could well do better next time.

Martin Pike
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Indoor Isn’t For Everyone 57 - Nick Peppiatt

Brown CO2 motors revisited

Similar sized Brown CO2 motors from Lindsey Smith’s estate.
From left to right: - Brown Junior .005 (shown with Telco filler), Brown MJ70,

and Brown Campus Bee 70, with 6cc tank. The first two have 3cc tanks.

Ball valve and retainer 0.020” dia. wire ball retainer.
in cylinder head of Junior .005 motor. The od is around 6mm.

The late Lindsey Smith’s accumulation of CO2 motors has been mentioned previously in this
column.  I hesitate to use the word collection, as I don’t think he was a collector. Like me, it
appears he accumulated items that took his fancy or for use in future projects. There are
considerable signs that many were used. Indeed, a number were in an incomplete state with
broken gas pipes and separated from their tanks. Being the temporary custodian of this
assemblage has given me the chance to examine more closely motors that I have not handled
before, and the challenge of getting some running again.
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Lindsey’s collection of some 30 CO2 motors included three Brown Junior .005s. The production
of these started around 1969 and marked Bill Brown’s return to the design and manufacture
of such motors. According to Evan T. Towne in article entitled ‘William “Bill” Likens Brown lV’
published on the Miniature Engineering Craftsmanship Museum website:

William "Bill" Likens Brown IV - The Miniature Engineering Craftsmanship Museum,

500 of these had lapped steel pistons and 500 Nylatron (a nylon filled with molybdenum
disulphide) pistons. One of Lindsey’s examples has a metal piston, the other two are plastic.
In IIFE 18 (NC January 2018) I showed pictures of Chris Hutchinson’s example, which was
missing the ball from the ball valve in the cylinder head. The question at the time was what was
the diameter of the ball and how was it retained to seal against the comparatively shallow seat
angle? The plastic ball valve seats used in later motors are much deeper and are suitably angled
to retain the ball. Although the examples I now hold had broken copper pipes, fortunately, the
valves were complete. The steel ball is 3/32” diameter, which now seems to be the standard
for this size of motor, and there is a retainer to keep it in position. In two cases this was
formed from 0.020” diameter wire, which clipped into the internal thread in the cylinder head.
This looks like a tricky piece of wire bending (see photos above). In the third case it was a soft
aluminium washer flanged on both the inside and outside diameters.
By attaching a tank and with cleaning, I have managed to get the two BJ.005s with plastic
pistons to run. The sealing of the plastic pistons was improved by using the trick of running a
ball pen around the inside of the sealing lip. The integral metal ball valve seat of the example
with the metal piston does not seal sufficiently to allow it to run. A couple of the cylinder heads
had been modified to make the copper feed pipe detachable, in the manner described in Doug
McHard’s article ‘Experiments with CO2’, published in the 1972-3 AeroModeller Annual.

Forming flange at end of copper feed pipe Brown CO2 tanks. From top: - 3cc, 6cc, 10c and 20cc

In order to carry out some of these refurbishments, I needed to form a flange on the 1mm od
copper pipe. Fortunately, I had come across a method of doing this in a Hip Pocket Aeronautics
thread, where George Kandylakis described pressing the tube against a piece of wire with a
right angle bend, which is inserted into the tube, as shown in the photo above. Here the 0.025”
dia. forming wire is held in a pin chuck, which in turn is held in the chuck of a wheel brace. Slow
rotation of the wheel brace combined with some force pushing the copper tube against the
wire bend forms the flange.
In comparison to the BJ .005s, there is also an example of the later MJ70, from the mid-
1970s, which was tank-less, but otherwise easy to get going and a couple of Campus Bee 70s
from the early 1980s, which were complete, apart from the swivel seals in the cylinder heads,
which had deteriorated. These ran well on replacement of the seals.
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Fortunately, there is also a good supply of spare parts, including examples of all the Brown CO2

tanks of 3cc and above (see photo). According to an old SAMS list I have, Brown also produced
a 2cc tank, and a 1cc tank was made for the tiny GB12 motor.

CO2 motors for the forthcoming BMFA auction
Roger Newman has already mentioned that a number of items from Lindsey Smith’s estate have
been submitted for sale at the forthcoming BMFA auction at Buckminster on 29th October.
The following gives details of the CO2 motors. All have been run recently. So, if you want one
of these, you know where to go! All funds raised will go to SAM1066.

Motor Capacity (mm3) Comment
Brown Campus A-23 23 SN 1878 with instructions
Brown Campus Bee 70 70 SN 14 with instructions
Gasparin GM120 120 In box with instructions and spares
Gasparin G160 160 SN 48 with instructions and spares
Gasparin GM300 300 With instructions and spares
Modela 270 2002 model. In box with instructions and spares

Brown Campus A-23 Brown Campus Bee 70

Gasparin GM120 Gasparin G160

Gasparin GM300 Modela

Nick Peppiatt
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FF Indoor Nationals, Results - Mike Colin

FF Indoor Nationals 16th Sep – 18th Sep 2022
Results

No-Cal

Place Name
BMFA

Number Model

Flight
time

1

Flight
time

2

Flight
time

3

Flight
time

4

Flight
time

5

Flight
time

6

Sum
of best

Two
Flights

1 Chant Tim 111998 Cassutt 02:13 00:30 01:27 01:53 01:44 00:00 04:06
2 Goodwin David 194118 Hinkel 01:03 01:13 01:43 01:50 01:40 00:00 03:33
3 Sellwood Roy 53324 Airacobra 01:37 01:10 01:34 01:42 00:00 00:00 03:19
4 Evans Meredith 111999 Do335 00:29 00:21 00:00 00:00 00:00 00:00 00:50

35cm

Place Name
BMFA

Number

Flight
time

1

Flight
time

2

Flight
time

3

Flight
time

4

Flight
time

5

Flight
time

6

Sum of
best Two
Flights

1 Pearce Ian 176661 06:13 06:32 06:05 06:44 06:33 00:00 13:17
2 Mark Harper 62006 03:46 04:06 04:27 04:31 04:45 04:25 09:16

Catapult

Place Name
BMFA

Number

Flight
time

1

Flight
time

2

Flight
time

3

Flight
time

4

Flight
time

5

Flight
time

6

Flight
time

7

Flight
time

8

Flight
time

9

Sum of
best

Three
Flights

1 Goodwin Thomas 194117 28.00 33.00 35.00 37.00 34.00 36.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 108.00
2 Goodwin David 194118 22.00 21.00 33.00 28.00 27.00 27.00 29.00 0.00 0.00 90.00
3 Benns Mark 72513 25.00 24.00 30.00 30.70 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 85.70
4 Bailey Bob 2479 25.00 27.00 23.00 25.00 24.00 24.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 77.00
5 Mark Harper 62006 14.21 11.82 17.80 16.83 17.65 15.84 15.07 19.38 14.80 54.83

F1D

Place Name
BMFA

Number
Flight
time 1

Flight
time 2

Flight
time 3

Flight
time 4

Flight
time 5

Flight
time 6

Sum of
best Two
Flights

1 Benns Mark 72513 10:43 10:49 11:25 11:08 11:23 00:00 22:48
2 Staartjes Hans 185400 11:05 11:15 11:01 10:24 11:09 11:06 22:24
3 Evans Meredith 111999 07:48 07:57 08:31 00:00 00:00 00:00 16:28

F1L

Place Name
BMFA

Number

Flight
time

1

Flight
time

2

Flight
time

3

Flight
time

4

Flight
time

5

Flight
time

6

Sum of best
Two Flights

1 Pearce Ian 176661 06:51 07:04 07:34 07:54 00:00 00:00 15:28
2 Goodwin Thomas 194117 05:14 06:20 06:18 07:05 00:00 00:00 13:25
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F1N (times in seconds)
Pl

ac
e

Name
BMFA

Number
Flight
time 1

Flight
time 2

Flight
time 3

Flight
time 4

Flight
time 5

Flight
time 6

Flight
time 7

Flight
time 8

Flight
time 9

Sum of
best

Three
Flights

1 Benns Mark 72513 41.80 39.20 42.30 39.20 35.60 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 123.30
2 Goodwin Thomas 194117 23.00 25.00 24.00 25.00 25.00 27.00 28.00 0.00 0.00 80.00
3 Goodwin David 194118 23.00 23.00 23.00 23.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 69.00

F1M

Place Name
BMFA

Number
Flight
time 1

Flight
time 2

Flight
time 3

Flight
time 4

Flight
time 5

Flight
time 6

Sum of
best Two
Flights

1 Whitehouse Dave 141595 05:36 06:07 05:59 05:57 12:06
2 Evans Meredith 111999 05:24 05:42 05:46 05:50 05:52 11:42
3 Chant Tim 111998 03:06 03:06

Gyminnie Cricket

Place Name BMFA Number
Flight
time 1

Flight
time 2

Flight
time 3

Flight
time 4

Flight
time 5

Flight
time 6

Sum of
best Two
Flights

1 Goodwin Thomas 194117 05:01 05:05 04:38 04:49 00:00 00:00 10:06
2 Bailey Bob 2479 03:40 04:29 05:16 00:00 00:00 00:00 09:45
3 Goodwin David 194118 04:21 04:45 00:00 00:00 00:00 00:00 09:06
4 Sellwood Roy 53324 03:53 04:01 04:05 00:00 00:00 00:00 08:06
5 Pearce Ian 176661 04:30 00:00 00:00 00:00 00:00 00:00 04:30

F1R

Place Name BMFA Number
Flight
time 1

Flight
time 2

Flight
time 3

Flight
time 4

Flight
time 5

Flight
time 6

Sum of
best Two
Flights

1 Evans Meredith 111999 07:49 08:00 00:00 00:00 00:00 00:00 15:49
2 Goodwin Thomas 194117 06:12 05:58 06:20 07:03 07:35 07:31 15:06

Living Room Stick

Place Name
BMFA

Number
Flight
time 1

Flight
time 2

Flight
time 3

Flight
time 4

Flight
time 5

Flight
time 6

Sum of
best Two
Flights

1 Goodwin David 194118 03:30 05:08 05:31 04:33 00:00 00:00 10:39
2 Funnell Rob 55579 04:27 04:13 04:19 04:32 00:00 00:00 08:59
3 Mark Harper 62006 01:56 02:28 02:59 04:38 03:53 04:20 08:58
4 Goodwin Thomas 194117 03:04 03:07 04:32 03:38 00:00 00:00 08:10
5 Sellwood Roy 53324 03:23 00:00 00:00 00:00 00:00 00:00 03:23

Legal Eagle

Place Name
BMFA

Number
Flight
time 1

Flight
time 2

Flight
time 3

Flight
time 4

Flight
time 5

Flight
time 6

Sum of best
Two Flights

1 Chant Tim 111998 03:35 03:21 00:00 00:00 00:00 00:00 06:56
2 Evans Meredith 111999 03:08 03:29 03:02 03:10 03:26 00:00 06:55
3 Goodwin David 194118 02:24 02:51 02:46 02:49 00:00 00:00 05:40
4 Pearce Ian 176661 02:55 00:00 00:00 00:00 00:00 00:00 02:55
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Limited Penny Plane

Place Name
BMFA

Number
Flight
time 1

Flight
time 2

Flight
time 3

Flight
time 4

Flight
time 5

Flight
time 6

Sum of best
Two Flights

1 Chant Tim 111998 06:52 06:23 07:00 00:00 00:00 00:00 13:52

2 Goodwin David 194118 05:24 06:15 06:29 06:38 00:00 00:00 13:07

3 Funnell Rob 55579 03:03 05:28 06:53 05:45 00:00 00:00 12:38

4 Bailey Bob 2479 05:15 06:25 05:29 00:00 00:00 00:00 11:54

5 Goodwin Thomas 194117 04:40 05:42 05:34 00:00 00:00 00:00 11:16

6 Sellwood Roy 53324 04:55 04:59 05:29 05:32 00:00 00:00 11:01

7 Pearce Ian 176661 05:22 05:24 05:18 00:00 00:00 00:00 10:46

8 Whitehouse Dave 141595 05:26 05:06 05:13 00:00 00:00 00:00 10:39

9 Evans Meredith 111999 05:10 05:04 05:19 05:01 00:00 00:00 10:29

10 Mark Harper 62006 04:09 04:13 04:11 04:41 04:56 04:56 09:52

Goodwin David: LPP Mass Launch Winner - Time 6.45

Overall Championship 2022

Place Name BMFA
Number

Points per Event
Total

No
Cal

35
cm C/P F1D F1L F1N F1M GC F1R LRS L.E. LPP

1 Goodwin David 194118 3 4 2 3 6 2 10 30

2 Goodwin Thomas 194117 6 1 3 6 1 2 6 25

3 Chant Tim 111998 5 1 1 5 12 24

4 Bailey Bob 2479 2 4 7 13

5 Funnell Rob 55579 4 8 12

5 Benns Mark 72513 3 4 5 12

7 Evans Meredith 111999 1 1 2 2 3 2 11

8 Sellwood Roy 53324 2 2 1 5 10

8 Pearce Ian 176661 2 2 1 1 4 10

10 Whitehouse Dave 141595 4 3 7

11 Mark Harper 62006 1 1 3 1 6

12 Staartjes Hans 185400 2 2

Mike Colin
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The DBHLibrary (Magazines) - Roy Tiller

Report No. 140 New arrivals at the Library.
This month we are interrupting the story of our earliest magazines held in the library to report
on a number of new arrivals. Thank you to Chris Redrup for the early 1937/38 Flying Aces
magazines from the estate of Peter Barratt and a thank you to Ray Elliott for the copies of
the NFFS Free Flight Digest and the BMFA Free Flight Forum Reports. Finally, a thank you
to Roger Newman for delivering the magazines to me at home.

As the library collection has grown over the years, many of the titles held have become
complete or near complete. Consequently, when a box of donated magazines arrives it can often
be found that a majority of the copies are already held in the library. Please do not let this
discourage you from donating your unwanted magazines, there is virtually always what I like to
call “a little gem” be it a magazine never before seen in the library collection or a magazine in
far better condition than is currently held.

This latest batch of new arrivals exceeded my expectations, with well over half retained, all
of the NFFS Free Flight Digest and some of the Free Flight Forum Reports were new to the
library. The problem with the early Flying Aces magazines is both rarity and condition. Our
1937/38 mags have now had a quantity and quality boost with fewer missing covers and missing
pages.
Flying Aces had a significant amount of reports on the current aircraft developments of the
period as well as the flying scene – telling fictional stories of good guy pilots, their aircraft
and how they thwart the bad guys of this world. Aeromodelling comes second but still with a
significant content. The covers, see below, reflect the priority given to the full-sized aircraft.

Most issues of Flying Aces had full-size plans spread over several pages such as the “Ryan NYP
Spirit of St. Louis” below. This 22” wingspan rubber powered model was designed by Henry
Struck and appeared in Flying Aces issue of August 1937. The two parts of the plan are on
adjacent pages, thus facilitating the cutting out of the pages and joining them to make a full-
size working plan.
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The problem with cut out plan pages is that they get cut out thus leaving the magazine with
missing pages and that is what happened to our copy of Flying Aces January 1938, but then
came a second copy of the same magazine, it cannot have the same problem can it? Yes, it can
and it did. Malcolm Abzug’s “Ol Reliable”, a 24” span rubber model, was obviously very popular
with the readers. Fortunately, Outerzone has the plan available for free download, see below.

Next, to The National Free Flight Society Digest.
An American publication, the first issue of which dates back to around 1966. We have 60 issues
from the period 1973 to 1981, boosted by the latest donation of 11 issues from 2008 to 2010.
These newsletters usually have a couple of plans, full-size for the smaller size models otherwise
reduced plans. See the next page for a typical cover and plans.
The indoor glider is an A4 size plan which I can send by email, whereas the “Druine Turbulent”
was a double page spread plan and is available from Outerzone.
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Finally this month, we come to the Free Flight Forum reports where the new donations have
added two copies to the library collection. You may be aware that due to Covid restrictions the
forum was not held in 2021 or 2022 so no reports have been published, but it was decided to
publish this year:
A Century of British Free Flight edited by
Martin Dilly with chapters by Martin, Phill Ball,
Mike Fantham, Bill Dennis, Trevor Grey, Ken
Faux, Bob Bailey, Chris Edge and Roger Newman.
A good read and thoroughly recommended, if
you have not got your copy yet, see the adverts
in New Clarion, BMFA News, Aeromodeller and
SAM 35 Speaks or contact:

martindilly20@gmail.com

Roy Tiller, tel 01202 511309, Email roy.tiller@ntlworld.com
Roy Tiller
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Secretary's Notes for October 2022 - Roger Newman

It's coming round to AGM time in the next couple of months. Last year we held it via Zoom &
the same process is planned for this year. A date hasn't yet been set, primarily due to me being
away for most of October & possibly some of November. At present late November / early
December looks likely. However the process starts. Not too much changes on the agenda - see
below:

Agenda SAM1066 AGM 2022

1. Welcome to members old and new for the season 2022/23
2. Apologies for absences
3. Chairman’s report
4. Secretary’s report
5. Membership secretary’s report
6. Treasurer’s report and accounts
7. Report on the David Baker Heritage Library
8. Election of Officers: Chairman, Secretary, Treasurer, Membership Secretary, Committee Members
9. Annual subscriptions for 2023
10. Any other business

• Members views on the future of SAM1066 & potential expenditure of funds
• Suggestions for 2023 competition program.

Any nominations for Committee positions and details of any other business to be discussed
should be received by the Chairman at least 14 days prior to the meeting. Current Committee
members are prepared to continue in post, with the exception of the Membership Secretary,
whose position is open.  Tony can be contacted on tonyshepherd50@hotmail.com

There are two points of reasonable significance to bring to the attention of the membership.

The first is that our Membership Secretary, after many years in post, wishes to hand over the
banner to  someone else – due primarily to health considerations & a pending move to the West
Country for family reasons. Mike has served us ably & diligently since taking on the mantle
together with our late Chairman. as a consequence of the illness & subsequent passing of David
Baker. So I'm sure you will join me in wishing him a well-earned retirement. This, of course,
means that we shall need a new Membership Secretary, whose role includes that of looking
after our website & email distribution to the Membership.  An IT (reasonably literate) willing
volunteer would be most welcome.

The second is also for the consideration of all – basically this year we have accumulated a
welcome increase in our funds due to the kindness of Lindsey Smith's family in donating his
aeromodelling effects to SAM1066. Our Treasurer will be more precise when he’s published
the up to date accounts– the big question is – what do we now do with this increase in funds,
which probably will amount to something in the region of £800 to £1000? Expenditure should
of course be to the benefit of the membership & in promoting our much loved hobby. Have a
think prior to the AGM.

Crookham Gala
Other than being a bit on the blowy side, it was nice to have decent weather & a very good
attendance. The event will be fully reported in the next edition but most important of all,
everyone had a good time.
We even had a visitor from Washington State, USA - Ric Ewing, who managed a well-deserved
2nd place in the fly-off for the Coupe comp.
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Ric ready for another max.

Croydon Coupe Day - 9th October
Don't forget we have a couple of SAM 1066 comps namely –

Combined Vintage/Classic glider & Mini-Vintage,
just to counterbalance the rubber classes of the Croydon event.

Entry for both comps will be FREE but still with the usual liquid prizes.
Come along & have a go.

Indoors at Totton
The season started again on 21st September, with a just about adequate attendance. Some good
flying was enjoyed & it was really nice to see Phil Uden, Chris Chapman & Alan Brocklehurst who
all made quite lengthy journeys. Alan very kindly acted as official photographer, the following
pics being credited to him. Next meeting is 19th October – usual ad is elsewhere in this edition.

Chris ready to go
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My ancient Butterfly near the ceiling Phil in action

Ready for launch – Paul Lovejoy

Canards
I'll get round to it one day but my life has
been taken over by other events. Suffice
to say that I did manage a quick survey of
the plan library & we have 26 listed, 9 of
which are rubber powered, 6 are gliders, 10
powered & 1 that can be power or glider.
Not all have been scanned. More to follow.

Roger Newman

& in flight
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Plans for the Month - Roger Newman

Glider: Albatross from Ted Evans in 1938

Rubber: Garaflow Arch Angel from 1940
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Power: Quite early sport model, Model Aircraft plan by W A Pollard – Small Talk

Roger Newman
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All meetings
CANCELLED

increasing costs and falling attendances have
made the meetings unsustainable
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Provisional Events Calendar 2022
With competitions for Vintage and/or Classic models

All competitions are provisional and Covid restrictions may apply, Check websites before attending

February 27th Sunday BMFA 1st Area Competitions

March 27th Sunday BMFA 2nd Area Competitions

April 3rd Sunday Le Petit Classique de Brum, N Luffenham
April 15th Good Friday Northern Gala, Barkston
April 18th Easter Monday Croydon Wakefield Day + SAM1066,

Salisbury Plain

May 1st Sunday BMFA 3rd Area Competition
May 7th Saturday London Gala, Salisbury Plain
May 8th Sunday London Gala, Salisbury Plain
May 29th Sunday FF Nationals, Mini, N Luffenham

June 4th Saturday FF Nationals, Salisbury Plain
June 5th Sunday FF Nationals, Salisbury Plain
June19th Sunday BMFA 4th Area Competitions

July 10th Sunday BMFA 5th Area Competitions
July 24th Sunday SAM1066 Club (BMFA) Centenary event.

RAF Colerne
July 30th Saturday East Anglian Gala, Sculthorpe
July 31st Sunday East Anglian Gala, Sculthorpe

August 6th Saturday Southern Area BMFA Gala, RAF Odiham
August 21st Sunday Southern Gala, Salisbury Plain

September 3rd Saturday Peterborough Flying Aces, Ferry Meadows
September 3rd Saturday Stonehenge Cup, Salisbury Plain
September 4th Sunday Equinox Cup, Salisbury Plain
September 11th Sunday BMFA 6th Area Competitions
September 16th Friday Indoor FF Nationals, Daventry Leisure Ctr.
September 17th Saturday Indoor FF Nationals, Daventry Leisure Ctr.
September 18th Sunday Indoor FF Nationals, Daventry Leisure Ctr.
September 18th Sunday Crookham Gala, Salisbury Plain

October 2nd Sunday BMFA 7th Area Competitions
October 9th Sunday Croydon Coupe Europa + SAM1066

Salisbury Plain.
October 16th Sunday BMFA 8th Area Competitions
October 29th Saturday Midland Gala, Venue T.B.C.

November 6th Sunday Buckminster Gala
or November 13th

Please check before travelling to any of these events.
Access to MOD property can be withdrawn at very short notice!

For up-to-date details of SAM 1066 events at Salisbury Plain check the Website –
www.SAM1066.org

For up-to-date details of all BMFA Free Flight events check the websites
www.freeflightuk.org or www.BMFA.org

For up-to-date details of SAM 35 events refer to SAM SPEAKS or check the website
www.SAM35.org
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Useful Websites

SAM 1066 - www.sam1066.org
Flitehook, John Hook – www.flitehook.net
Mike Woodhouse - www.freeflightsupplies.co.uk
BMFA - www.bmfa.org
BMFA Southern Area - www.southern.bmfa.uk
SAM 35 - www.sam35.org
National Free Flight Society (USA) - www.freeflight.org
Ray Alban - www.vintagemodelairplane.com
Belair Kits - www.belairkits.com
Wessex Aeromodellers - www.wessexaml.co.uk
US SAM website - www.antiquemodeler.org
Peterborough MFC - www.peterboroughmfc.org
Outerzone -free plans - www.outerzone.co.uk
Vintage Radio Control - www.norcim-rc.club
Model Flying New Zealand - www.modelflyingnz.org
Raynes Park MAC - www.raynesparkmac.c1.biz
Sweden, Patrik Gertsson - www.modellvänner.se
Magazine downloads - www.rclibrary.co.uk
Aerofred Plans - www.aerofred.com
South Bristol MAC - www.southbristolmac.co.uk

control/left click to go to sites

Are You Getting Yours? - Membership Secretary
As most of you know, we send out an email each month letting you know
about the posting of the latest edition of the New Clarion on the website.
Invariably, a few emails get bounced back, so if you’re suddenly not hearing
from us, could it be you’ve changed your email address and not told us?
To get back on track, email membership@sam1066.org to let us know your
new cyber address (snailmail address too, if that’s changed as well).

P.S.
I always need articles/letters/anecdotes to keep the New Clarion going, please pen at least

one piece. I can handle any media down to hand written if that’s where you’re at. Pictures can
be jpeg or photo’s or scans of photos. I just want your input. Members really are interested

in your experiences even though you may think them insignificant.

If I fail to use any of your submissions it will be due to an oversight,
please feel free to advise and/or chastise

Your editor
John Andrews


